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Britain’s new Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, stated that he is open to amnesty for
illegal immigrants residing in the UK. He stated that the legal position of removing
about half a million people who have not been involved in any criminal activity at all
is “anomalous,” and that the “law already basically allows them an effective amnesty.”
Critics believe that there could be up to one million illegal aliens in the UK, and they
dispute the reportedly low crime rate. Migration Watch UK says that amnesty will reward
illegality and encourage more illegal immigration in the future. Amnesty is unpopular as
a 77% majority of the British public believes that immigration is a problem. Subsidized
social housing costs for the poor will skyrocket with amnesty.

Migration Watch UK has launched an official petition against Boris Johnson’s
proposal to give amnesty to hundreds of thousands of illegal migrants.

Boris Johnson told
the House of Commons on Thursday that he favours an illegal migrant
amnesty, and that his government will be looking at “the economic
advantages and disadvantages” of issuing one.

Following his first statement to the House of Commons as Prime Minister, the Tory leader
was reminded that he had “courted popularity with pledging an amnesty for illegal
immigrants” as Mayor of London by Labour’s Rupa Huq, who asked him if he would now be “a
man of his word” and deliver on it.
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Johnson readily conceded that “[on] amnesty on illegal immigrants, it is absolutely true
that I have raised it several times” and that “it did not receive an overwhelming
endorsement
from the previous prime minister when I raised it once in Cabinet” as
Foreign Secretary — but that it was back on the table now that he was in
charge.

Read full article here…
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